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The T-Bar on the GVG panel uses a high precision potentiometer mounted inside the panel. It is high precision because 

only a part of the ‘pot’ is used due to the limited travel of the fader arm. This limited travel constitutes only about 25% 

of the total range available. 

 

The high precision potentiometers used in the GVG panels are hard to come by, and require a lot of work to install an 

alternate version. 

 

A potentiometer works by placing a ‘current resistive band’ between 2 voltages (usually +5v and 0v) and running a ‘pick 

up’ (wiper) across this band, picking up varying voltages along the way. This ‘current resistive band’ is usually made of a 

carbon layer (wire is used in higher current potentiometers and are usually called rheostats). This ‘carbon band’ is 

susceptible to dust and wear and tear. This causes ‘crackle’ in audio amplifiers or ‘jumps’ in panel knobs and T-Bars. 

When a standard potentiometer starts to show signs of wear or dirt they can generally be cleaned using a shot of air or 

contact cleaner. See  for more detail. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukA8Qy-M4fY

But with the high precision potentiometers it’s not so easy. This is because they are sealed to prevent dust. Luckily they 

can be disassembled and cleaned.  

During disassembly of the GVG panel I suggest you take photos of major components in their existing positions to ensure 

an easy re-assembly. 

See  for an understanding of the problem. http://youtu.be/KApNWbJP6_U

 

 

 

THE T-BAR 

Some GVG panels have seen tough days, 

but that does not mean they are ready 

for the trash. 

Here I will show how to dismantle, clean, 

and re-assemble the most important 

component on the GVG panel; the T-BAR. 



Preparations for removing the top panel 

1. Remove the T-Bar handle 

Using an Allen Key unscrew the T-Bar handle which will come apart in 2 pieces. 

2. Remove all the adjustable knobs 

Using an Allen Key loosen the knobs from the potentiometers.  There are 2 Allen Screws per knob. Once loose 

the knobs should easily pull off. 

          

 

 

 

This is a GVG100 panel with all the knobs removed from their potentiometers and the T-Bar handle removed. 

 

 

This is the access hole for the T-Bar handle screw These are the access holes for each knob screws 

 

 



Removing the Electronics assembly from the front panel 

1. Remove the panel electronics from its case –  

Turn the panel over and using a ‘star’ screwdriver, remove the top four screws and the bottom four screws.  

 

2. At the top of the unit in between the two circuit boards unplug the interface cable and the power cable that 

connects to the controller. 

 

 

 

 

3. Remove the other eight ‘star’ screws. The bottom panel and interface cable should come away from the 

electronics. 

 

 

 

 



Removing the top panel assembly 

1. Unscrew the 4 posts and the 10 circuit board ‘star’ screws. 

ONLY remove the screws identified with the yellow circle. 

Do NOT remove the 4 screws surrounding the T-Bar 

 

 

2. Unplug the 3 cables connecting the top panel assembly with the main electronics.  

NOTE THE ORIENTATION OF THE CONNECTORS AND THEIR PLUGS 

3. Slowly pull the 2 panels apart. This is what you will end up with. 

 

 This is the main electronics board with the T-Bar This is the top panel with the 3 detached cables 



Removing the T-Bar potentiometer 

1. Remove the T-Bar connecting cable. NOTE THE ORIENTATION OF THE CONNECTOR AND PLUG 

 

 

 

2. Remove the 4 ‘star’ screws securing the T-Bar assembly to the main circuit board 

 

3. Remove the 4 small screws on the back of the black potentiometer. 

This will show a separate black cap over the unit, and as you pull it away it will also reveal a metal gasket at the 

base. Be careful not to lose any parts. 

The T-Bar connector can be seen here on 

the bottom left side. 



 

 

 

Note that there is a special ‘keyway’ that allows the T-Bar shaft to connect to the potentiometer. When later replacing 

the potentiometer, this will have to be re-aligned, so be sure the T-Bar stays in the same position and you have noted 

the position of the potentiometer placement. 

Disassembling the T-Bar potentiometer and cleaning 

With the black cover removed from the potentiometer it will reveal a white insert. 

Carefully pry it out to reveal this –  

 

 

The 4 silver screws can be seen at the top of the pot The pot is removed revealing the gasket  



The white portion contains the resistive band as discussed above (circular carbon strip) and the black portion is the 

‘wiper’ assembly. Inside the wiper assembly is a non-resistive band (circular copper strip) and a removable wiper blade 

that connects the ‘copper to carbon’. 

 

Here is the wiper blade. Clean the areas that touch the copper and the carbon. I use a Dremel with a rotating cotton 

attachment.  

         

 



Also, slightly widen the distance between the 2 contact points on the wiper blade to restore tension on the both 

surfaces when reassembled. 

Next we need to buff up the surface of the circular copper strip. If you look closely at it you will observe the portion 

that’s gets used by the fader arm. 

 

Copper is susceptible to oxidization so it needs to be polished out. Again the Dremel with a rotating cotton attachment 

comes in handy, especially if the ‘end’ of the rotator is used. Pressure may need to be applied to get to those stubborn 

parts. Do not apply too much pressure as the centre will overheat and start melting the casing! 

Now comes the cleaning of the white components carbon resistive band. You can use the Dremel with a rotating cotton 

attachment again but being a little gentler because too much pressure will wear away the carbon. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Once the cleaning of the 3 components are complete it’s just a matter of putting it all back together again in exactly the 

same way you pulled it apart. 

The white portion will snap back into the black portion NOT FORGETTING TO INCLUDE THE WIPER BLADE! 

Then aligning the keyway shaft on the T-Bar and re-attaching the potentiometer. 

Once attached be sure the T-Bar fader arm moves freely, completely from one end to the other. 

Now you are ready to put it all back together. The only thing you need to do now is to electronically re-align the start 

and end fader  adjustments as explained in an earlier document and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5BvDxLWtog 

(about 2 min 20 secs into the video).  

* Just as an additional note here, I had a T-Bar that just would not clean the copper section good enough, so I installed 

the Potentiometer facing the opposite direction (wires facing back) and this allowed a different 25% part of the copper 

to be used and it worked! 

 

… and while we have the T-Bar out…. 



Replacing the T-Bar mechanical end stops 

Age has not been kind to the rubber that was applied to stop the ‘metal on metal’ end stops on the T-Bar. 

 

 

As can be seen here the rubber has hardened and shattered. Let’s face it, it was made in the ‘80’s (I was made much 

earlier so I guess I am shattered too). 

There are 2 of these shafts so each one has to be removed and the rubber replaced. 

DO NOT REMOVE BOTH AT THE SAME TIME. If you do the whole assembly will fall apart adding hours to your workload! 

Remove one and repair then re-install it and then do the other. 

I used electrical tape to replace the rubber as seen here… 

 

 

 



   

 

Only the centre of the shaft needs to be done.  

Ensure you wrap the tape to the original thickness of the rubber otherwise the T-Bar will hit on the upper panel once re-

installed. 

  


